PRINTED BLINDS

2 . Pinz Printed Blinds / Overview

Digital printing is changing the way we look at design,
elevating blinds and awnings from their traditional
form to a modern feature of indoor and outdoor styling.
Transform your blinds and awnings from simple form
and function, to stylish design elements or statement
pieces within your home or business.
You can print photos, drawings, logos, patterns,
designs, text, colours… the possibilities are endless to
customise your blinds to suit your space!
Follow the lead of high profile architects, designers and
popular television shows by incorporating this growing
trend and convert your blinds and awnings with
virtually unlimited design options.
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

My Logo Blinds Ireland
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Easy Blinds NZ
Overview
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Art fever blinds UK
4 . Pinz Printed Blinds / Indoor Residential Applications

PRINTED BLINDS
INDOOR RESIDENTIAL
A P P L I C AT I O N S
Create unique and personalised
environments that have the potential
to totally transform a room.

Creatively Different Blinds UK

Creatively Different Blinds UK
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Indoor Residential Applications
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6 . Pinz Printed Blinds / Outdoor Residential Applications

PRINTED BLINDS
OUTDOOR RESIDENTIAL
A P P L I C AT I O N S
Transform your outdoor entertaining area
with customised printed blinds to suit your
space and reflect your lifestyle.

Sr-Screen US

Southern Blinds & Shade NSW
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Outdoor Residential Applications
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8 . Pinz Pr in t e d B lin ds / I m p r o v e Yo u r S p a ce w i t h Pr i n t e d B l i n d s

IMPROV E YO U R SPACE W I T H PR I N T ED B L I N D S
• Change your urban view to something more exotic! Create 		
beautiful landscape scenes or unique patterns and designs
• Utilise your commercial space in a smarter way and stand out 		
from the crowd!
		
-

Capitalise on unique marketing avenues
Increase branding opportunities and attract attention with
greater exposure
Open avenues for brand sponsorship

• Can’t find the fabric colour / pattern / image you want? Print it!
• Create interchangeable themes that extend throughout a room, a
home or a business – think seasonal prints or scenes for different
occasions
- Winter blinds and Summer blinds
- Blinds to suit a cocktail party or a football game
- Nurseries and kids rooms – change them as they grow!
• Break your images free from the digital prison and put them on
display in your home
• Completely customise your blinds and awnings to reflect your
individual style
• Allow a design theme to flow:
- Combine with other design elements, such as wall-coverings
and canvases
- Throughout the indoor and outdoor spaces of your home or
business
• Extend a single print across multiple blinds or awnings
• Why pull down plain, boring blinds? Stay on trend with something
more interesting!
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I m p r o v e Yo u r S p a ce w i t h Pr i n t e d B l i n d s
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Jevara Blinds Kuwait

Warema Germany
Jevara Blinds Kuwait

10 . Pinz Printed Blinds / Indoor Commercial Applications

PRINTED BLINDS
INDOOR COMMERCIAL
A P P L I C AT I O N S
In business creating the right impression
and standing out from the crowd can make
all the difference. Capitalize on the unique
marketing opportunities that printed blinds
can create and utilise your indoor space in
a smarter way. Create an atmosphere your
customers or clients won’t forget!

NH Blinds US

Art fever blinds UK

Jevara Blinds Kuwait
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Indoor Commercial Applications
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Deans Blinds & Awnings UK

BASC ACT

Indoors Outdoors Blinds & Shades VIC

Arexim Garden Bulgaria
12 . Pinz Printed Blinds / Outdoor Commercial Applications

PRINTED BLINDS
OUT DOOR COMMERCIAL
A P P L I C AT I O N S
Increase branding opportunities for
your business, open avenues for brand
sponsorship, and attract attention with
greater exposure.

My Logo Blinds Ireland

Cafe Blinds QLD
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Shade Craftsman SA
Outdoor Commercial Applications
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English Blinds UK

Art fever blinds UK

1 4 . Pinz Printed Blinds / FAQ

Art fever blinds UK

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S
1. What products can we use for printed blinds?
Custom printing is available for a wide range of both outdoor and indoor blind styles.
The majority of outdoor blinds, awnings and shade products can be printed, such as Ziptrak® track guided
blinds, straight drop and window awnings, along with larger retractable shade structures and folding arm
awnings. Indoor products such as roller blinds, panel blinds, and some other specialty interior window
furnishings can also be custom printed to your requirements.
2. Can we print on clear PVC blinds?
No. The fabric needs to pass through a heating stage during the print process, which could cause PVC to melt.
3. What fabrics can we print on?
A range of indoor and outdoor blind fabrics are available for custom printing. Outdoor fabrics include mesh and
acrylic canvas. Interior blind products allow you to select from room darkening, textured, light filtering and
screen fabrics.
4. Can we print on both sides of the fabric?
Some fabrics are able to be printed double sided. Considerations for reverse printing include the type of fabric,
colour of the print and the location of the blind in relation to light and sun. When working with white or light
colours in contrast to a dark background on a screen fabric, the best result is achieved using a single sided print.
5. How do we make sure a printed image across multiple blinds doesn’t look disjointed when there are gaps
between the blinds?
This is managed through the artwork and design process. Our graphic design team will ensure that the integrity
of your printed image is maintained across multiple blinds. If you are unsure of the visual impact of gaps
between blinds, we encourage you to request a ‘Premium Proof’ for viewing prior to final approval.
The imagery and design does require more detail than a single blind print, however a printed image spanning
across multiple blinds can provide a real ‘wow’ factor in a space.
6. What happens when the artwork crosses over a join line in the fabric?
Overlaps at seams are allowed for in the design and print process. If your blind is large enough to warrant joins
in the fabric, this will not affect the continuity of your image.
7. What colours can we print?
All Pinz printed blinds use a white fabric base and your image or design is printed over this in full colour,
removing the need to print with white ink. Using this technique allows us to colour match fabrics by printing,
and produces fantastic vivid colours and detailed images. There are also considerations regarding double sided
printing with darker colours, please refer to question 4 above.
8. How long will my print last? Will it fade?
This is dependent on the elements, eg. Weather – UV light, heat, wind, etc.
A blind facing full sun will fade more than if it was inside.
A print could start to fade after 3 years, however could well outlast the lifetime of the product.
9. How do I clean my blind over the printed area?
Most blinds can be cleaned with mild detergent and water with a soft rag. DO NOT USE alcohol based products
or anything that could scratch the surface.
10. What kind of ink is used?
In most cases, the ink we use is latex. Latex is the latest in modern printing technology. Blinds printed with latex
ink are certified to strict international environmental standards for low chemical emissions and meet a range of
stringent human health criteria.
Latex inks are water-based, completely odourless and do not contain hazardous chemicals making them ideal
for printing window coverings and awnings.
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PRINTED BLINDS
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